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Telephoning Your Way To Compelling Value Propositions  

• Why should customers buy your new product? 

• How do you know prospective customers will accept the product as fast as champions of 

the product idea forecast? 

• Will you be able to market the product at a profit? 

 A compelling value proposition can provide a strong foundation for answering these and 

other marketing questions in the fuzzy front end of a business-to-business product’s 

development. A compelling value proposition is a short, clear and simple statement of how and 

on what dimensions the product concept will deliver value to prospective customers. The 

proposition serves two important groups of people — the prospective customers and the 

product developers. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Fuzzy front end “The first three stages (strategic planning, concept generation, and 

especially, pretechnical evaluation) constitute what is popularly called the fuzzy front end of the 

new product process. This doesn’t mean our minds are fuzzy; it means the product concept is.” 

(Crawford 1997)  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

In this chapter we describe a tool that can help build compelling value propositions for 

new product ideas in the fuzzy front end, quickly and inexpensively. This tool, in-depth, 

qualitative telephone interviewing, gathers information, knowledge, and insights from key 

individuals in the product concept’s potential market. The collected results of the interviewing 

can then be recast into a value proposition.  

We’ve used the telephone interviewing tool to help build value propositions for more than 

thirty years. Our first use of the tool was as an inventor and manager of R&D groups. Here we 

needed to understand what certain product concepts contained, beyond some obvious technical 

features, that aroused such enthusiasm from prospective customers. After a career move into 

marketing, the tool was used to collect information on why customers might buy a product 

based on an innovative product idea. We also extended it to gather information on the pace of 

marketplace acceptance and profitability. Finally, for the past sixteen years as a service provider 

to North American and European companies, we’ve employed the tool to resolve marketing 

questions such as the three listed above. 

We’ve also trained individuals and teams in the use of the telephone interviewing tool. 

During these workshops we’ve seen common traps met by inexperienced interviewers. These 
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traps prevent realization of the full potential of telephone interviewing. The traps and tips for 

avoiding them will be described later. 

Purpose, Process, and Payoff  
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the in-depth, qualitative telephone interviewing 

tool so anyone can begin to use the tool effectively for building compelling value propositions 

when dealing with fuzzy product concepts. The process for doing this is to discuss four topics: 1. 

Characteristics of compelling value propositions; 2. In-depth, qualitative interviewing; 3 Using 

the telephone to do this interviewing; and 4. Recasting the collected information, knowledge and 

insights into a compelling value proposition. The payoff is proficiency in a powerful tool that can 

help discover the way a new product concept’s critical attributes are seen by prospective 

customers.  

Characteristics of Compelling Value Propositions 
At the heart of turning a new product idea into a profitable product is discovering what 

position the concept occupies in the minds of prospective customers. (Urban and Hauser 1993) 

The developer determines early in the development work who these customers are for the 

product and what product features, uses, and benefits are critical to them. Target customers 

should need and want the product — and can be able to buy it. A company’s strategy must 

enable it to deliver a value proposition, or a set of benefits, different from those of competitors. It 

is not an effort to be all things to every customer. It defines a way of competing that delivers 

unique value in a particular set of uses or for a particular set of customers. (Porter 2001) 

No developer can position a product idea in the minds of prospective customers. Only 

the customers can take what they know about the concept’s attributes and position it in their 

minds. What the developer can do is to discover what, in that position, are the critical features, 

uses, and benefits for prospective customers. Then the developer can group the customers into 

business segments — defensible competitive arenas within which market leadership is valuable. 

(Koch 1994) Next the developer targets a segment where the product attributes of the concept 

are needed, wanted, and valued by prospective customers. Finally, through a compelling value 

proposition, the developer focuses the development work on delivering the critical attributes of 

the product to the target customers. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Product attributes — “The characteristics by which products are identified and differentiated. 

Usually comprises features, functions (uses) and benefits.” (Crawford 1997) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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A compelling value proposition needs to be short, clear, and simple. Because the 

concept is new, its features, uses, and benefits must be quickly understood by the prospective 

customers. In the first few seconds, the proposition should give the customer enough 

information to begin to view the new product in their mind and compare it to competing 

products. Prospective customers are busy people and they want to understand quickly how they 

can gain by buying a new product or can lose by not buying it. This means the product attributes 

included in the proposition must be narrowed down to no more than four attributes that are 

critical — critical to the customer, not the developer.  

Urban and Hauser (1993) give the following examples of value propositions: American 

Express Traveler’s Cheque — accepted everywhere; prompt replacement; complete protection 

if lost; and prestige; and Hewlett-Packard Laserjet — quietly prints documents with excellent 

print quality on several media and in several fonts.  

Entrepreneurs seeking venture capital to develop new products have learned that short, 

clear, and simple value propositions pass the “elevator test.” (Moore 1991) (Reinertsen 1997). 

In this theoretical test, the entrepreneur enters an elevator on the twentieth floor of a building. 

Unexpectedly, a venture capitalist also enters and pushes the down button. The entrepreneur 

has until the elevator reaches the ground floor to convince the venture capitalist to fund 

development of the product concept. What does the entrepreneur say to the venture capitalist? 

The entrepreneur articulates the concept’s compelling value proposition. 

At Microsoft, salespeople are expected to pass this elevator test — to be able to explain 

the benefits of their product to a prospective customer in thirty seconds. When they do they are 

considered to have proven they can “boil the product down to its most compelling essence.” 

(Strauss 2001) Geoff Allen, President of AnyStream recently passed a two-floor elevator test in 

answering a question posed to him by Gary Arlan, a columnist from washtech.com. (Arlen 2001) 

The instant the elevator doors closed Arlan said to Allen “Describe what you do before the doors 

open at the next floor.” Allen’s answer to Arlen was: "AnyStream can handle any transmission 

speed for streaming media delivery.” 

Note that Geoff Allen’s value proposition for AnyStream contains only ten words. (It 

helps that the name of Allen’s company describes the service it provides.) Our experience is 

that compelling value propositions for successful product concepts contain twenty-five words or 

less. Boiling the value proposition down to its most compelling essence — twenty-five words or 

less — is important. The fewer words a developer needs for a prospective customer in a target 

business to understand a product concept’s critical attributes, the easier it is for customers to 

visualize what position the idea occupies in their minds. The customers can then explain to 
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decision-makers in their firm why the firm should consider evaluating the finished product. As 

the concept moves out of the fuzzy front end, the fewer the number of critical attributes that 

need to be balanced in a product developer’s tradeoff decisions, the faster the concept moves 

through later steps in the development work. 

Boiling down the value proposition to twenty-five words or less is hard work. The first 

four common denominators of successful new product projects cited by Cooper (1999) speak to 

the work needed to remove the fuzz from a product concept before leaving the front end.  

1. Up-front homework pays off.  

2. Build in the Voice of the Customer.  

3. Seek differentiated, superior products.  

4. Demand sharp, stable, and early product definition in the fuzzy front end.  

Another productive guide to building a compelling value proposition is to ask what the 

proposition excludes. If no prospective customer, no possible application, and no feature has 

been excluded, then the value proposition has no information content. In one development 

project Reinertsen (1997) was associated with, “A perceptive VP of engineering commented 

that it might be easier to define who we were not trying to target.” A developer must make 

choices to concentrate on no more than the four product attributes that are critical to the target 

customer’s purchase decision.  

In-Depth, Qualitative Interviewing  
A rabbit stew recipe’s beginning sentence  “First, catch the rabbit” contains a worthwhile 

caution for product developers assembling a compelling value proposition. Often the demand for 

action is so great — to move beyond the product concept and into technical development — 

that the information used to decide on the critical attributes is hastily put together and assumed 

to be acceptable. Often, however, such information is outdated or mistaken — the developer is 

taking on the equivalent of making rabbit stew without first catching the rabbit. Research shows 

that solid homework drives new product success. (Cooper 1999) Getting timely and accurate 

information about a concept’s critical attributes is the keystone of up-front homework. In-depth, 

qualitative interviews with prospective users and customers provide such current information. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Qualitative marketing research — “Marketing research techniques that use small samples of 

respondents to gain an impression of their beliefs, motivations, perceptions, and opinions. 

Qualitative marketing research is used to show why people buy a particular product, whereas 

quantitative marketing research reveals how many people buy it.” (Dictionary of Business 1996) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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To interview is to question in an effort to discover the opinions or experiences of another. 

An interview needs at least two people, each in different roles. The interviewer asks most of the 

questions. The respondent answers them. Most of us have been in the role of a respondent. 

The interviewer seeks to learn something useful to them by interviewing us. Perhaps the 

interviewer, a doctor, is trying to narrow the number of diagnostic possibilities and make the 

best choice of medicine to treat the symptoms you display. Perhaps a reporter interviews you, 

tapping into your expert knowledge and insight to give credibility to an article being prepared for 

broadcast or publication. Perhaps, the interviewer has been a detective seeking information to 

solve a crime which you saw or of which you have some knowledge. 

Doctors, reporters, and detectives are experienced, and often trained, in the use of in-

depth, qualitative interviewing to gain information, knowledge, and insight from respondents. A 

key skill in qualitative interviewing is inquiry. “Inquiry — holding conversations where we openly 

share views and develop knowledge about each other’s assumptions.” (Senge 1994) Columbo, 

a fictitious detective in a TV series, often asks inquiry questions. “Sir, can you help me 

understand your thinking here?” Another key skill is balancing inquiry questions with advocacy 

statements. Columbo also balances inquiry questions with advocacy statements. “Here’s what I 

think sir, and here’s how I got there.”  

Interviewers experienced in qualitative interviewing elicit information from respondents 

using inquiry questions and advocacy statements in a flexible semi-structured way. In the 

following section on telephone interviewing, an effective elicitation technique “Bringing Out The 

Professor” is described. (Brown 1984) One of the essentials for gaining information while 

“Bringing Out the Professor” is for the interviewer’s manner always to remain in the role of a 

nonthreatening “Intelligent Pupil.”  

Prospective customers have a position in their minds — a mental model — into which a 

product concept fits. This mental model fixes the critical attributes of the concept and whether 

the customers are likely to buy the product developed. Surfacing these critical attributes can be 

done through in-depth, qualitative interviews with members of a small, purposeful (not random), 

sample, of at least twenty-five respondents in the product concept’s distinctive user and 

customer chain in the target business segment. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

The user and customer chain— “The primary purpose of generating a user and customer 

chain is to outline who each of the key parties is in the target segment, to identify the needs of 

each party, and to highlight how users and customers make their purchase decision.” (Wilson 

1996) 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Experienced in-depth, qualitative interviewers have learned to do at least twenty-five 

interviews before drawing conclusions. “The combination of learning curve issues … linguistics, 

degree of comfort with the interview script, and the need to network through respondents to 

obtain the best sources … requires a minimum of twenty-five interviews. Every time we short cut 

the process due either to time or budget limitations, either we or our client have been 

disappointed with the result.” (Lax 1992). Lax terms this the Rule of 25 Interviews. A research 

study at MIT by Griffin and Hauser (1993) provides some background as to why doing twenty or 

more interviews is important. Griffin and Hauser demonstrated that qualitative interviews with 

20-30 potential customers would identify 90-95% of all of the attributes in a new product 

concept. After only five interviews less than 50% of these attributes were identified.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Rule of Twenty-Five Interviews — Experienced in-depth, qualitative interviewers have learned 

to do at least twenty-five interviews before drawing conclusions. (Lax 1992) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Using The Telephone For In-Depth, Qualitative Interviewing 
Benefits 
Quick and Cost-Effective Compared to face-to-face interviewing, telephone interviews 

can be done quickly and more cost-effectively. Face-to-face interviews require the interviewer to 

make an appointment to meet the respondent. Most product ideas are directed at a target 

business spread over a wide geographical area, often worldwide. Setting up the interviews and 

coordinating the interviewer’s travel to keep the appointments is time-consuming. Direct travel 

costs are high and the time lost while the interviewer travels from appointment to appointment 

can be costly. 

Access to Target Respondent Telephone interviewing has at least three more benefits 

compared with face-to-face interviews. The first of these extra benefits is that the interviewer 

interviews the target respondent, not someone drafted to fill in after the original face-to-face 

respondent’s appointment schedule changed at the last minute. When a telephone interviewer’s 

opening remarks catch a potential respondent’s attention, the respondent enters the Professor 

role for an interview that sometimes can last more than an hour. If it is not convenient for the 

respondent to talk then, most often they will give the interviewer a time to call them back when 

the interview can continue at length. 

Referral to Potential Respondents A second extra benefit is that at the close of the 

interview, the respondent often mentions new potential respondents for the interviewer to 
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telephone. Often this occurs if a critical insight has been unearthed during the interview. The 

telephone interviewer can change the priority for the next three to five calls and interview the 

new potential respondents to verify or negate the critical insight.   

More Effective In Eliciting Unique Information The third extra benefit of telephone 

interviews is that they can be more effective in eliciting critical information, knowledge, and 

insights than face-to-face interviews. On the telephone, respondents cannot see the interviewer 

and are often more willing to talk openly and reveal information and insights. As the respondent 

becomes conversational and relaxed, the interviewer can probe even deeper. (Beckwith 1997) 

(Brown 1986) McLuhan’s definition of the telephone as a cool medium can explain why 

telephone interviews can be so productive. (McLuhan 1994) McLuhan defined the telephone as 

a cool medium, one that transfers less information than needed for the mind to receive a 

complete message. The respondent’s mind is uncomfortable with an incomplete message so, in 

a Professor role, fills in the missing information to complete the message to the interviewer. 

Much of this information has not been recorded previously. It is known only to knowledgeable 

respondents who either are creating the information or watching it being created. Most are 

target customers working in the product concept’s user and customer chain. 

Drawbacks 
Not Being There The telephone interviewer does not feel as much in touch with the 

respondent as in a face-to-face interview and this can lead to shorter interviews. (Weiss 1994) 

Weiss found qualitative interviews conducted by telephone ran about forty-five minutes or less 

while face-to-face interviews ran an hour and a half or more. Weiss’s comment — “A team that 

has done a great deal of telephone interviewing describes it as ‘the next best thing to being 

there.’” 

Making Cold Calls Often individuals with excellent potential as interviewers but little 

training in in-depth, qualitative telephone interviewing shy away from using this tool because 

almost all productive interviews must start as cold calls to strangers. These individuals’ 

reluctance to use the tool may be due to their experiences of being cold called by strangers, 

such as brokers touting the latest hot stock. They know what it’s like to have strangers 

demanding the time of busy people. Individuals who shy away from making cold calls are also 

concerned about being rejected by the person on the other end of the phone. They may be 

more familiar with granting the favor of an informational interview, rather than asking for the 

favor of getting one.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Cold call — An interviewer’s telephone call to an unknown, until now, person during which the 

interviewer tries to enlist that stranger as a respondent. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Practice is the best way for a novice interviewer to overcome reluctance to make cold 

calls. Since the interviewer doesn’t know the stranger being called, the interviewer can’t possibly 

know what they are going to say. This keeps the interviewer mentally alert for the mention of 

new and different product attributes made by the respondent about the product concept. Once 

novice interviewers get into the rhythm of making cold calls it can become enjoyable as the 

number of interviews increases toward twenty-five or more. 

Seven steps to minimize rejection when cold calling potential respondents  

The seven steps are listed here and then discussed below in detail. 

1. Research secondary resources to define provisional business segments — defensible 

competitive arenas within which the product idea could provide market leadership  

2. Identify — as potential respondents in the business segments — innovators, early 

adopters, and early majority users  

3. Build a first telephone calling list of fifty or more prospects  

4. Compose an opening script that all prospects will hear to act as frame for the inquiry 

questions and advocacy statements to follow 

5. Put the respondent in the role of The Professor. The interviewer always remains in the 

role of the Intelligent Pupil 

6. Place calls consistently and steadily 

7. Begin to uncover eligible profitable target businesses  

1. Research secondary resources Until a few years ago, a researcher needed to 

spend a day or two in a good business library to define provisional business segments and 

potential respondents. In the library the researcher did this by skimming through hard copies of 

published secondary resources. Now a researcher, with access to the Internet can use the 

World Wide Web, a network of hyperlinked Web pages, to find and view many of these 

published documents on-line. As well as these documents, the Web contains a vast number of 

documents created solely as Web resources Many of these documents contain up-to-date 

information for provisionally defining the target business segment and its user and customer 

chain. Among such documents are Web pages of companies in the target business segment, 

Web pages of associations — trade, technical, and marketing — serving the segment, and Web 

pages announcing conferences, workshops, and seminars on important issues within a 

business segment.  
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Of equal importance to the researcher using the Web is the emergence of effective 

search engines to examine sites on the Web and return only those Web pages of relevance to 

the researcher. One such search engine, google.com, runs on a combination of advanced 

hardware and software and rapidly searches more than one billion Web sites. It then displays 

for the researcher, in less than a minute, the most relevant Web pages — based on the 

researcher’s query and Google’s PageRank ™ algorithm. Another valuable search engine, 

northernlight.com, searches both the Web and Northern Light’s Special Collection ™ of over 

7,000 full-text publications that are not available to other Web search engines. Our experience 

has been that searching the Web using both the Google and Northern Lights search engines is 

an effective way of compiling relevant information from secondary resources.  

2.Tentatively identify potential respondents in the target business Rogers (1995) 

studied, for more than forty years, how innovations are adopted. He classified adoption of an 

innovative product based on the characteristics of five different adopter categories. Rogers 

found the cumulative number of adopters of an innovative product plotted against time passed 

since the product was launched forms an S-shaped curve. (Figure 1A) He also found that 

plotting the mean number of adopters a year against the time since product launch forms a bell-

shaped curve. This bell-shaped curve can be partitioned into five adopter categories. The curve 

and partitions are formed by plotting number of units sold a year against the time since product 

launch that an individual in a category begins to use the product. (Figure 1B) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Figure 1A Cumulative number of adopters of an innovative product vs. Time since launch 

Figure 1B Number of adopters each year vs. Time since launch 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Individuals in each of the adopter categories have dominant characteristics. Rogers 

termed those in the first category to adopt an innovative product as Innovators. They account 

for about 2% of the cumulative adoptions of the product. Innovators’ play a gatekeeping role in 

launch of an innovation and are able to cope with a high degree of uncertainty about the product 

as it emerges from development. In general they are on the fringes of the network inside the 

business they are part of. Early Adopters (13%) are more integrated into the business’ network 

than Innovators. They decide soon after the product is developed that its use will improve the 

business they manage. The Early Majority Users (34%) advance with a deliberate willingness 

in adopting innovative products. They are important for the success of the new product since 

they make up a third of the total cumulative adoptions of an innovative product and adopt fairly 

early in the life cycle of the product. (The final two categories, Late Majority Users (34%) and 
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Laggards (16%) are not useful potential respondents for interviews in the fuzzy front end. Late 

Majority individuals are skeptical about innovations. All the misgiving about using a new product 

must be removed before Late Majority adopters feel it’s safe to adopt. Laggards are always the 

last in a business to adopt. Their decision for adoption is lengthy and lags far behind early 

awareness of the product’s critical attributes.) 

Moore (1991) working with clients in developing technology-based products having short 

product life cycles pointed out a chasm between Early Adopters and Early Majority Users in 

their view of critical product attributes. Early Adopters expect the attributes to give them a jump 

on their competitors, whether from lower costs, faster time to market, better service features, or 

some comparable advantage in the business. Early Adopters are comfortable with handling the 

organization problems that always occur when a new product is introduced into a business. 

Early Majority Users, however, in contrast to Early Adopters, maintain a strong position in their 

mind for critical product attributes that will increase value of their business but not cause startup 

problems. If attributes at launch do not address the Early Majority Users’ concern about 

integrating the product into their business without disruptions then cumulative adoptions will fall 

rapidly. There can be a virtual chasm between adoption by Early Adopters and Early Majority 

Users. Early Adopters and Innovators are necessary for the launch and first sales of a product 

based on a product concept emerging out of the fuzzy front end. However, if the value 

proposition is built only on critical attributes elicited in interviews with Innovators and Early 

Adopters the odds are against adoption by Early Majority Users. (A rule of thumb we have found 

useful is to get 50 - 60% of the total number of interviews from Early Majority Users, 30% from 

Early Adopters, and the rest from Innovators.)  

3. Build a first calling list of fifty or more potential respondents Don’t start calling for 

interviews until research of secondary sources results in a list of at least fifty names, with 

telephone numbers, of potential respondents. Once calling begins, keep calling to be most 

effective. It is common in the beginning stage of interviewing to make as many as twenty to 

thirty telephone calls without gaining an interview. The interviewer will, however, get referrals, 

leave messages on voice mail or with administrative assistants, learn when the potential 

respondents will be in the office and gather direct dial numbers for respondents to reach them 

outside usual business hours. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

TRAP: Fewer than fifty potential respondents on the first calling list With fewer 

than fifty on a first calling list, the interviewer may be tempted to concentrate on reaching those 

respondents the interviewer somehow feels will have the most valuable information. The 
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interviewer becomes discouraged and disappointed when constant calling and recalling does 

not result in an interview and gaining twenty-five interviews seems to be an impossible task. (No 

matter how innovative the product idea is there are more than fifty individuals reachable for 

interviews by telephone who have valuable information on its critical product features, uses, and 

benefits.) 

TIP: Interviewers can’t possibly know before an interview what useful knowledge a 

potential respondent holds. Even with a first list of more than fifty prospects the interviewer 

needs to be alert to possible bias on the interviewer’s part about which prospect to call next.  

One method we’ve used for productive calling is to put into a database record the 

potential respondent’s name, phone number, organization name. Then we sort the potential 

respondents’ records in either ascending or descending order on one of the fields and print 

them out. (For the layout we use in Filemaker™ software, each printed page includes the 

contact information for eight potential respondents.) 

We start at the top of the first page and call all the potential respondents on that page, in 

order (assuming they are in suitable time zones), before moving on to the next page. When 

we’ve finished calling through the complete first list, we code the records of those respondents 

interviewed so they subsequently don’t sort or print. We then add potential respondents referred 

by phone contacts to the list and others found in new searches of the Web. Then we sort and 

print out the expanded list and start calling again. (When twenty-five interviews are completed, 

we find the list contains more than a hundred and fifty records.) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
4. Build an opening script, which all prospects will hear We recommend that 

interviewers write out the opening script and have it in front of them always. Do not try to do it 

from memory. When a potential respondent calls unexpectedly in answer to a message left on 

their voice mail, the interviewer needs to be able to frame inquiry questions and advocacy 

statements in the same manner used in other interviews. 

The same manner includes the same pattern in tone and emphasis in the interviewer’s 

voice. Otherwise the interviewer may give unconscious bias to the answer the interviewer 

expects from the respondent. This doesn’t mean the interviewer delivers the opening script like 

a robot. The whole interview should finish with the respondent feeling that they’ve had a 

satisfying conversation with someone who was alert, interested, and appreciative. 

Following is a generic opening script that can be customized for a specific product 

concept. In italics, are comments about essential phrases and why our experience signals they 

should be included. Customized versions of this generic script have worked well with 
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respondents in businesses as varied as chicken farming, high-speed fiber-optic switches, and 

toothpaste. 

Generic opening script “Good (morning, afternoon, or evening — depending on the 

prospect’s time zone.) My name is (First name, Last name) from (Name of interviewer’s 

organization)” 

(The “My name is … from…” phrase comes from a project twenty years ago when a 

group of three of us were doing an intensive set of in-depth, qualitative, telephone interviews 

with potential customers and competitors. We had the same opening script but one of us slightly 

adapted the second sentence to the  “My name is … from…” phrase. He gained more interviews 

than the other two of us. When we adapted our opening sentences to track with his, our rate of 

gaining interviews jumped to his level.) 

If the administrative assistant answers the call: 

“Is it convenient for me to talk with (prospect’s name) now?” If it isn’t “Can you suggest a 

better time” 

If the prospect answers the call: 

“Is this a convenient time to call?” ----“Is there a better time?” 

(Interviewers should always ask if it is a convenient time to call. Prospects hear this 

courtesy so rarely, that many busy prospects give the interviewer a more convenient time in the 

next breath, often with a direct dial telephone or cell phone number that will reach them after 

office hours.) 

Next the interviewer truthfully describes what they do and why they are calling. 

(For my calls the following is suitable. Interviewers should adapt their scripts as suitable, 

always being accurate in their description). 

“I’m a consultant working with clients in the fuzzy front end of new product development.” 

“I’m on assignment now from a client that is working on an innovative (five word 

description of the product idea.) On a small scale they have been able to demonstrate that, with 

this new (concept in one or two words) that (describe what the small-scale work has 

demonstrated.)” 

“I’d like to ask you some questions based on the understanding that I’m beginning to 

build about the use of (the product idea in the target market)” 

My client is a (US, European, Far East)-based company. They have a good basic 

knowledge about the (technology, service features) going into the product concept but little 

knowledge about its application in (the target market). 

“What I’m having a tough time understanding….” 
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(At this point, if the interviewer has followed the opening script they will find that potential 

respondents will go into the role of The Professor. What follows then is a series of inquiry 

questions and advocacy statements on possible product attributes. Interviewers need to write 

these out and have them where they can see them always. The interviewer should use 

essentially the same wording of each question or statement with each respondent. The order in 

which they are asked depends on where the Professor wants to go. Throughout the interview 

the interviewer stays in the role of the Intelligent Pupil.  

When the phone conversation has exceeded twelve minutes and the respondent has 

remained in the role of The Professor, we count it as one of the twenty-five or more interviews. 

For shorter conversations we capture in shorthand the information given by the phone contact 

but do not count this conversation as an interview.) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

TRAP: Taking notes on a computer during the interview. 

TIP: The interviewer should develop shorthand that will allow them to capture the 

essence of the respondent’s remarks without prejudicing the conversational nature of the 

interview. The noise of a computer keyboard clicking away in the background drops many 

respondents out of the Professor role. In addition, few interviewers can interview and handle a 

computer without dropping out of the Intelligent Pupil role. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

TRAP: Taping an interview either with or without the respondent’s permission 

TIP: It’s illegal in many states to do so without the respondent’s permission. It’s always 

unethical to do so without permission. Even if the interviewer receives permission, taping acts to 

keep respondents out of the deepest and richest arenas of information when they are in the 

Professor role 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Place the respondent in the role of The Professor. Remain in the role of the 
Intelligent Pupil always. The Professor is the name for that part of all of us that loves to 

discuss a subject we’re expert in with someone we can trust and who is seriously interested, 

(Brown 1986). Knowledgeable individuals in the Professor role limit the discussion with an 

Intelligent Pupil to critical product attribute information normally thought to be hard or impossible 

to get. This is valuable to the Pupil, not because it is secret information, because it’s not, but 

rather because it’s current, but unwritten information, on the needs of respondents in the target 

business. 
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Intelligent Pupils listen intently to every word. They may be the best audience the expert 

has ever had. In turn the Pupil gives some value in exchange for what the Pupil has received, 

for example, trends the Pupil has noted emerging out of previous interviews. 

In-depth, qualitative telephone interviewing is ideal for this exchange. There are no 

clues, as there are in face-to-face interviews, of the interviewer’s appearance. Often such clues 

can trigger an unconscious bias in the Professor’s remarks. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

TRAP: Anticipating what the Professor is going to say and moving on to another 

question on the interviewer’s agenda. 

TIP: Don’t anticipate, participate. Interviewers must remain in the Intelligent Pupil role 

and not anticipate what the respondent is going to say next. This can be hard for an interviewer 

after they’ve completed twenty interviews, collected a hundred or so product attributes, and 

believe they understand which two or three are critical. First, when an interviewer anticipates, 

they fall out of the Intelligent Pupil role and the respondent falls out of the Professor role. 

Second, and more importantly, this is usually the point in the interview where the Professor, 

filling in missing information, mentions a wanted attribute that previous respondents hadn’t 

crystallized as clearly. If the Pupil asks, “I don’t understand, why is that so important” the answer 

often uncovers the key critical attribute for a successful and profitable product idea. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

(Figure 2, Bringing out the Professor) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
6. Call consistently and steadily. One simple practice that works for many interviewers 

is to keep a log where the interviewer continuously tracks the following items. The number of 

calls made in a given time period. The number that result in interviews. The number of 

messages put on potential respondents’ voice mails. The number of calls intercepted by 

potential respondents’ administrative assistants. The number of calls reaching busy signals and 

the number of potential respondents’ names given to the interviewer as referrals by the person 

who answered the phone. Tracking the results over a long period damps out the roller coaster 

swings that characterize the short term.  

For example, our results over the past sixteen years are consistent no matter what the 

industry or the job role of the potential respondent. For every four to six calls we make, we will 
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gain one interview with a knowledgeable respondent. The log helps keep us on track when, at 

the start of most interviewing projects we may make several calls without gaining an interview.  

(We make only two calls to a potential respondent. On the second call we leave a 

message to return our call with the prospect’s administrative assistant or on the prospect’s voice 

mail. More than 85% of these respondents do call back and the log shows most callbacks result 

in an interview. Increasingly these voice mails are returned when the respondent is in an airport. 

Often they’ve used their elite status with an airline to board their flight well before its take off 

time. They activate their cell phone, pick up their voice mails and assistant’s messages, and 

return calls in the half hour or so before the plane’s door is closed. An interviewer, may have 

more uninterrupted time with this respondent than many of the respondent’s subordinates have 

had in days. And the interviewer is not bringing problems to the respondent. The interviewer is 

inquiring about something the respondent is expert in and few people have shown such an 

interest. Reaching a potential respondent’s administrative assistant can be as productive as 

voice mail in gaining callbacks. The interviewer may also find the prospect is not a suitable one 

to interview about the subject and the assistant will give referrals to one or two more suitable 

prospects.) 

7. Begin to uncover eligible profitable segments within the target business Every 

target business can be divided in many ways. There is not one “correct” segmentation. As 

interviewers accumulate interviews, they will find that the division will become much richer than 

when they began. It will become richer because the interviews will trigger insights about 

unexploited segments, pieces of the business where prospective customers will pay for the 

attributes a product concept can deliver.  

To uncover eligible profitable pieces, interviews need to be spread across 

knowledgeable individuals in relevant links of the user and customer chain. One way to decide 

which are the relevant links is to reserve judgment until the interviewer has made a few calls 

into each link. Often there are unobvious but useful links, for example, equipment or service 

suppliers to the business operating facilities. Respondents in such links often have a good 

knowledge of what Early Majority Users such as operating managers need in the way of critical 

product features, uses and benefits and how they have failed to get them in competitive 

products. 

Putting It All Together 
The interviewer, especially a service provider, is not the proper person to build a 

compelling value proposition for the product idea. Choices involved in the building task belong 

to the development team who will take a focused, and no longer fuzzy, product concept out of 
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the front end and transform it into a new product. The interviewer’s task is to meld the raw 

material of the interviews into a clear, concise written report so the developers can grasp the 

essential points easily and quickly and use them to build the value proposition. This raw material 

includes all the shorthand notes on the information, knowledge, and insights acquired from 

respondent interviews. It also includes all information the interviewer learned from secondary 

sources, and all the interviewer’s insights after reflecting on the patterns of product features, 

uses, and benefits emerging from the interviews.  

Recasting the raw material into a finished report is step-by-step and often tedious work. 

The interviewer goes back over the material, time and again, looking for patterns and reflecting 

on what they might mean. Often more interviews must be made to check the interviewer’s 

assumptions and theories. Often on reflection, a profitable opportunity in an until-now-

unrecognized business crystallizes and more interviews must be made to flesh out the wanted 

attributes. When respondents, even after several checking and rechecking interviews, cannot 

come to agreement on the critical attributes the writer must judge which respondents to trust or 

ignore. Even if the interviewer is the only person who will build the value proposition, 

transforming the raw materials into a clear, concise written report helps in making the choices of 

twenty-five words or less. 

Three Examples of the Tool’s Use 
1. Marketing and Processing Improvements. A Europe-based firm had been trying for 

years to increase their share of the North American market for a formulated specialty product 

(code-named TUFF) used in paper mills. An USA-based competitor with a similar TUFF product 

held the major share. This competitor was beginning to have some success with the product in 

the firm’s home market. The firm had a concept for a new formulation, TUFF+, with improved 

technical features. They wished to build a compelling value proposition for TUFF+ that would 

meet prospective North American customers’ needs. 

In collaboration with the firm, the generic opening script was customized to provide the 

frame for open-ended questions on TUFF+’s attributes. Spending a day in the local library 

resulted in a first calling list of more than fifty potential respondents. Among the library’s sources 

was a publication listing the location and phone number of every paper mill in North America, 

and each mill’s papermaking capacity, equipment used, and key personnel. This source 

contributed most of the names on the list. Others came from the personnel changes columns in 

several trade publications specializing in the paper industry. (The secondary research work for 

this example, like that of Example 3, was done before the Web became so useful for finding 

secondary resources.) 
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After about fifteen interviews two patterns emerged. Respondents were mildly interested 

in the improved technical features of the TUFF + product concept. However, they also were not 

clear why they were using the current product, TUFF, no matter whether their supply was from 

the firm or the competitor. TUFF was more expensive than another class of formulated product 

(code-named RUFF), which according to some respondents performed the same role as TUFF. 

Early on the interviewer found that a few mills used TUFF all the time, some mills used TUFF 

most of the time and RUFF part of the time, and many mills used RUFF all the time. 

From this point on, the interviewer concentrated on identifying and interviewing potential 

respondents who were responsible for running the multimillion dollar, high-speed, papermaking 

machines — Early Majority Users. A shift superintendent in a mill in Maine remarked, as an 

aside 20 minutes into the interview, that when TUFF was used there were fewer problems in 

unscheduled maintenance of the machine. His experience was that TUFF prevented the 

machine from going into uncontrollable vibration when producing certain grades of paper. He 

did not know the reason but his experiences over twenty years showed the TUFF was much 

better than RUFF at preventing the onset of vibration. (When high-speed papermaking 

machines are shut down for unscheduled maintenance, paper production lost during shutdown 

represents thousands of unrealized revenue dollars.) 

The shift superintendent referred the interviewer to a staff scientist at a papermaking 

machine manufacturer who he thought might be in interested in the superintendent’s 

observations. The interviewer contacted the scientist within the hour. During the interview the 

scientist disclosed that unexpected vibration was an expensive problem at mills worldwide. He 

suggested an explanation why the superintendent’s observations were valid. He also gave the 

name of possible respondents in mills across North America who might add to the interviewer’s 

knowledge about this problem. 

Later interviews with superintendents at these mills suggested that those using RUFF, 

because of its lower price, did experience more unscheduled maintenance shutdowns than 

those using TUFF. Respondents in these interviews who were using TUFF did not mention 

TUFF’s benefits in decreasing the rate of unexpected vibration-related shutdowns, only of its 

higher costs. Then, while interviewing a mill superintendent, the interviewer learned that not only 

was this mill using TUFF but also that they were a test site for the competitor’s new version of 

TUFF, TUFF++. The superintendent said the new version’s price would be substantially below 

both that of current TUFF and of RUFF. This was the first signal to the interviewer — and the 

firm — that such a product even existed.  
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With a few interviews, the interviewer found the site of the competitor’s plant producing 

TUFF++. Then in an interview with a respondent in the local government’s environmental impact 

office near the plant site, it was discovered there were public records of the environmental 

impact statement for the new TUFF++ plant. Included in the records were a description of the 

production process and a diagram of the plant. When the interviewer received a copy of the 

plans from the environmental impact office, it was obvious that TUFF++ was physically and 

chemically identical with TUFF. However, it was produced by dropping two expensive steps in 

the TUFF production process. Through telephone interviews with more respondents these 

conclusions were confirmed. 

In a short, concise written report and a daylong spoken presentation at the firm’s office, 

the interviewer highlighted the findings on TUFF++ with choices for actionable decisions for the 

development team on building a compelling value proposition. Within two months after 

presentation of the report, the firm was able to drop processing steps and produce TUFF at a 

much lower cost. The firm built a short value proposition highlighting TUFF’s new low price and 

its ability to decrease unscheduled maintenance shutdowns. Using the new value proposition 

the firm blunted the competitor’s success in the firm’s home market and increased the firm’s 

share of sales of TUFF in North America. 

2. A Marketing Improvement and A Changed Product A US-based firm supplied a 

wide range of specialty products, to carry out a critical task in a wide range of industries. 

Performing this task was achieved through three distinct classes of products. Classes A and B 

were high volume, high margin products. Class C products were, for the firm, low volume and 

low margin. The firm’s salespersons were responsible for selling all three classes to the firm’s 

customers but spent most of their time on Class A and Class B and little on Class C products. 

Over the years the salespersons brought back to the firm’s R&D group, technical features 

customers said they needed to induce them to try improved Class C products. However, when 

new Class C products with these features were developed by the firm and launched, cumulative 

sales were low and mainly to Innovator customers. Prospective Early Majority Users viewed 

them as costing much more but without enough incremental benefits to warrant adopting the 

new product.  

The firm occupied a good position in the minds of prospective customers as a technical 

leader and supplier of Class A and Class B products. They wanted to occupy a good position in 

the minds of customers for Class C products. Once again the firm’s R&D group came up with a 

new Class C product idea containing some new technical features. As with all ideas at the firm, 
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for this concept to move out of the fuzzy front end and into development, the new product had to 

exceed a minimum gross margin hurdle.  

The interviewer’s objective in a project for the firm was to find answers to the following 

questions: What did customers and users of Class C products want in an improved product 

idea? What would they buy? What was the firm’s position in the minds of prospective customers 

for Class C products? The opening script described only the new technical features of the 

product concept. A first calling list of more than fifty people was assembled mainly by seining 

Web sites for potential respondents in trade associations for Class C products and in the 

businesses that were prospective customers and users of Class C products. 

After twenty interviews, three important patterns emerged; two expected by the firm, one 

unexpected. The first expected pattern was that prospective customers felt the new technical 

features would improve operations using Class C products. The second expected pattern was 

that they would pay no more than 5% extra for the improved Class C product. (It wasn’t that 

prospective Early Majority Users didn’t understand the value of the improved product. Rather it 

was the operations in which Class C products were used made prospective customers 

deliberate in adopting any new Class C product with a higher price.) The third, and unexpected 

pattern, was that when prospective customers ranked the top seven competitors in Class C 

products in favorable position in the customers’ minds, the firm was number two. Before the 

interviewing project the firm believed and acted as if they ranked no higher than sixth. It 

appeared, the excellent reputation of the firm for Class A and B products “leaked over” in the 

minds of prospective customers for Class C products. Twenty more interviews confirmed these 

emerging patterns. The firm was well regarded by prospective customers and users for Class C 

products. Many respondents expressed their bewilderment the firm was not a major participant 

in the business. But the firm, because of its gross margin hurdle just didn’t have a new product 

that would meet this business’ price needs. 

After putting it all together in a written report, an oral report was made at an all-day 

presentation. The interviewer made three key points: 1. The firm had an excellent position in the 

minds of prospective users and customers in the target business; and 2. Key decision-makers in 

the business were Early Majority Users. They communicated the success or failure of new 

products in their operations at trade association meetings where they were on the Board or in 

standards committees - an “old-boys” network. The firm had an “old-boy” in their firm and 

associated with their Class C products, a female who was well regarded by Early Majority User 

respondents because of her experience in the business before she joined the firm. A choice for 

an actionable decision in the final report was for the firm to have this employee represent it on 
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boards and standards committees; and 3. The internal gross margin hurdle coupled with the 

prospective customers’ need to pay less than 5% more for an improved product had to be 

resolved before a compelling value proposition could be built. At this point in the final oral 

presentation, the firm’s general manager interrupted. One of his plants produced a product 

never before used in Class C but used in Class B products. He now suspected if this product 

was added in small amounts to the ingredients comprising the product idea; it could add a 

wanted technical feature. This potential additive had a high gross margin. Adding this product to 

the ingredients of the product concept would meet the firm’s gross margin hurdle while 

increasing the cost to produce the improved product by less than 5%.  

Within ten months a product concept incorporating the new additive was developed into 

a product and launched in the North American market with a sales force dedicated to selling 

Class C products. (It was more effective to train a dedicated sales force then retrain the 

salespersons selling Class A and Class B product to sell the new Class C products.) The old-

boy employee was appointed to represent the firm on the boards and standards committees of 

important trade associations. The value proposition for the improved product incorporated the 

high respect Early Majority Users had for the firm’s technology skills. It also included the 

favorable effects the improved product could make in these users’ operations, and testimonials 

from the Early Majority Users. Two years after the successful North American launch the firm 

launched the product globally, well on the way to aligning their market share with the position 

they occupied in the minds of customers for Class C products. 

3. Difficult Decisions This is an example of a product idea for which interviewing 

uncovered no prospective customers who saw value in the concept’s attributes. In this project a 

firm in the fiber optic communication industry requested the interviewer help the firm evaluate 

marketplace acceptance, in a non-communications business, of some fiber optic technology for 

which firm had been approached as a possible investor. The opportunity to invest was offered to 

the firm by a venture capitalist group with which the firm had good relations.  

The technology had been incorporated into a product concept developed and reduced to 

a crude prototype by a principal in the venture capital group. The concept was to use fiber optic 

sensors to detect gasoline in contaminated soils. Fiber optic sensors can detect gasoline with a 

greater sensitivity than the sensors currently used. After completing fifty interviews — with 

prospective users and customers, — with federal, state, and local government environmental 

law enforcement personnel, — with technical officers at environmental activist organizations — 

and with service station equipment manufacturers, a final written report put it all together. An 

oral report was presented at a full day session at the firm’s offices. When the report was 
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finished, the firm chose the main option for an actionable decision — not to invest in the 

technology. 

The reason the firm chose not invest to develop the technology was the interviewer 

found no prospective customers for the product were it to be developed. No one, not even 

environmental regulation enforcement personnel, wanted a more sensitive sensor of the type 

represented by the concept for two reasons. First, emphasis in the business was being placed 

on preventing spills or leaks from contaminating the surrounding soil. (Even a few drops from 

the nozzle of a gasoline pump hose reaching the surface of some soils spread rapidly and can 

be detected at the perimeter of a service station for several years after the spill. Thus, half of the 

service station sites opened since the 1920s have been abandoned and not used for any 

purpose.) Second, the business was making large investments in modern storage tanks and 

sensing equipment placed inside the tanks to detect leaks. Sensing equipment in modern 

double-hulled tanks detects changes of volume in the inner tank or leakage into the space 

between hulls. Detection of volume changes gave another, and valuable, benefit for service 

station operators. By telemetering information on volume changes from a service station to a 

distribution storage center, deliveries of gasoline by tank truck to a service station can be 

efficiently scheduled. 

Two months after receiving the final report, the firm requested that the interviewer make 

the same presentation to the key principal at the venture capital firm. The interviewer traveled to 

the venture capitalists' city with some misgivings. It was clear the principal was the champion of 

the concept. Champions often are essential for shepherding product concepts through the 

white-water of the fuzzy front end. However, some champions are not pleased to be told their 

idea, in the view of prospective customers, does not have a compelling value proposition. The 

interviewer need not have worried. After meeting the firm’s representative in the lobby of the 

venture capitalist’s building, the interviewer was ushered into a conference room where the 

champion and another senior partner were waiting. They then heard the same presentation and 

read the same written report as the firm had two months earlier. At the end the champion said 

“Thank you for such a good report. It strengthens what I’ve been feeling for some time. We must 

do much more work with positioning it in the market so they recognize the innovative features of 

our sensor and how to apply it.” Eight years later, this product idea was “still under active 

development” at the venture capital firm with prospective customers still to be found. 

A Practice Exercise for Applying the Tool 
Assume you are responsible for evaluating new product opportunities for your firm, a 

firm that produces toothpaste. One of your firm’s executives read the September 2000 news 
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accounts of the success that researchers at the University of Augsburg in Germany have had in 

making commercially useful wires and cables for high-temperature superconductors. The 

executive recognizes the calcium-based material being used at Augsburg to change the 

superconductor to achieve breakthrough current density is close in composition to the patented 

calcium-based material in your firm’s leading brand of toothpaste. Your firm holds the patent, 

which has fourteen more years to run. 

You and key development decision-makers at your firm have worked out an opening 

script. Your objective is to use the telephone interviewing tool to build a compelling value 

proposition to guide your firm’s decisions to maximize the value of the patent in the 

superconductor business. Through your interviews you need to find out the marketplace 

acceptance of the Augsburg discovery. You also need to identify laboratories that could quickly 

and objectively decide the value of your patent in the superconductor business. Finally you need 

to find and evaluate firms who might license your technology for superconductor applications.  

In less than half-day, you produce a first list of more than fifty potential respondents 

through a search of Web resources. Using google.com, a search using the words “high 

temperature superconductors” results in more than 30,000 links to sites containing these three 

words. In the first hundred of these sites, listed in order of relevance, there are several links to 

companies manufacturing high temperature superconductors and to programs and proceedings 

of conferences on commercializing high-temperature superconductors. Clicking on these links 

you seine out, as potential respondents, 40 names from the executives at the companies and 

the several hundred presenters of papers at these conferences or on conferences’ organizing 

committees. A search on northernlight.com, using the words “high temperature superconductors 

Augsburg.” This gives you more than three hundred links, many to full text pages of the work of 

rivals and collaborators with the Augsburg superconductor group. From these you select twenty 

names to add to your first list of potential respondents. 

In your database program, sort the records of potential respondents by time zone and 

then by organization name and print out the list. Begin calling, early in the morning, potential 

respondents at time zones ahead of you and keep moving down the list page by page until by 

evening you are calling potential respondents in time zones behind yours. 

After five or more days of telephone calling, you’ve completed 40-50 in-depth, qualitative 

telephone interviews Looking over your shorthand notes on the interviews, write a rough draft of 

the final written report. Make confirming interviews to new respondents, to make sure your key 

choices for actionable decisions are not biased. After adapting the draft, let it sit for a day or so 

before putting it in final form. Stand up in front of your colleagues, each of whom has a hard 
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copy of your presentation for annotation, and present the report, page by page. At the end you 

and the group are ready to move forward to build a compelling value proposition for use of your 

firm’s proprietary calcium-based, material in high-temperature superconductors. 

Summing-Up In the three examples given above, using the tool gathers accurate and 

timely information, knowledge, and insights for a compelling value proposition. In the first 

example, “Marketing and Processing Improvements,” only two product attributes were critical — 

decreased unscheduled maintenance shutdowns and lowest cost. The second example’s 

proposition had three critical attributes — a superior additive, an affordable price, and from a 

trusted company. In the final example, “Difficult Decisions,” the product concept had no 

compelling value proposition in the eyes of prospective customers. This conclusion may be hard 

for a product concept’s originators to accept. Much harder, in our experience, is moving into the 

later stages of development without knowing if target customers need and want the product — 

and will buy it.  
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(Note to Editors: Figure 1A is an S-curve known in mathematics as a “logistics” curve. In Figures 

1B and 2 the clip art used is packaged with Microsoft application software.) 
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Figure 1A Cumulative number of adopters of an innovative product vs. Time since launch 
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Figure 1B: Number of New Adopters Each Year vs. Time  
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Figure 2 Bringing Out the Professor 
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